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A variety of cellulose-based polymer composite materials has been developed and show different impacts on the
morphologies and properties of composites. Herein, we report the morphologies and properties of composites by
blending polyurethane (PU) with either ethyl cellulose (EC) or cellulose nanofiber (CNF) through either dropcasting or electrospinning process. EC is homogenously mixed with PU without microphase separation and
enhanced Young's modulus of composites from 0.04 to 6.94 MPa. The CNF is heterogeneously distributed in PU/
CNF composites without interference on the PU microstructure and slightly increased modulus to 0.24 MPa.
While the shearing force of the electrospinning process slightly affects the PU/EC composites, it drastically
enhances PU crystallinity and Young's modulus to 54.95 MPa in PU/CNF composites. A model is established to
summarize the effect of cellulose additives, compositions, and processes on PU/cellulose composites, providing a
comprehensive understanding for designing future cellulose composites.

1. Introduction
A key challenge for applying electrospun polyurethane in cardiac
tissue engineering is the soft and elastic characteristics that often result
in non-uniform fiber with beads, intertwining and sticky together (Su
et al., 2016). Polymer blending is seen as a cost-effective method to
modify the properties of soft materials. Polymer blend is a mixture of
two or more polymers without covalent chemical bonding, and it can be
classified into 2 categories: miscible polymer blend and immiscible
polymer blend. A miscible polymer is a single-phase structure where two
or more polymers are mixed homogeneously with each other, and it
exhibits one glass transition temperature. Dong et al. prepared a poly
(lactic acid)/ethyl cellulose/hydroxyapatite (PLA/EC/HA) scaffold,
where the precursor solution is uniform and stable suspension. The
scaffolds show increased mechanical properties due to the compact and
intact porous architecture (Mao et al., 2018). In contrast, immiscible

blend is a mixture made from two polymers that shows separate phases,
and their respective glass transition temperatures are observed. Saka
kibara et al. proposed an effective approach to blended hydrophilic
cellulose nanofibers into hydrophobic high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) by adding a diblock copolymer dispersant. They found the de
gree of dispersion strongly affected the extent of reinforcement in me
chanical properties (Sakakibara et al., 2016).
As the main component for constructing the cell wall in all plants,
cellulose is abundant in nature (Seddiqi et al., 2021). Besides its easy
access, its extraordinary mechanical strength and stability make it a vital
material in the developmental history of humankind. Cellulose has been
burned as an energy resource and made into long-lasting materials, such
as paper for word recording and an indispensable component for con
structing daily apparatus and housing. By functionalizing into polymeric
derivatives or nanomaterials with physical and chemical modifications,
cellulose extends its importance in academic research and industrial
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application with great potential beyond its current usage.
Cellulose is robust and impact-enduring because of its molecular
structure. Cellulose, composed of glucose units, exhibits many hydroxyl
and ether groups providing numerous acceptors and donors of hydrogen
bonds. The intermolecular interaction and symmetric conformation
have resulted in a close-packed structure of cellulose with high crys
tallinity (Nishiyama et al., 2002; Nishiyama et al., 2003). On the con
trary, the processibility of cellulose is limited because the strong
hydrogen bond makes it insoluble in water or organic solvent. The hy
droxyl group in cellulose has been modified into various functional
groups, such as acetate, ether with aliphatic chain, and charged ionic
groups to promote its solubility (Fox et al., 2011; Seddiqi et al., 2021).
These polymeric cellulose derivatives are popular candidates for com
posite materials due to their high solubility, chemical stability, and
mechanical robustness. Ethyl cellulose (EC) has been reported to
contribute to the robustness and stability of a blended matrix as the
functional separator in lithium-ion batteries (Zuo et al., 2018). A porous
composite material containing EC has been shown to promote bone
regeneration (Mao et al., 2018). Polymeric additives of cellulose have
been broadly used to support functional materials (Lu & Yuan, 2018;
Mao et al., 2018) or blend with a softer counterpart, such as poly
urethane (PU), to balance the stiffness and elongation of their composite
(Chen et al., 2015; Su et al., 2016). These polymeric cellulose derivatives
have also been used as essential materials in various industries,
including food, pharmaceutical, energy, coating, etc. (Seddiqi et al.,
2021).
Recently, cellulose nanomaterial has raised great attention among
academic and industrial researchers. Through various chemical and
mechanical treatments, cellulose can be fabricated into either cellulose
nanocrystal (CNC), a nanorod comprised of fully crystalline cellulose, or
cellulose nanofiber (CNF), a nanofiber containing both amorphous and
crystalline cellulose (Chu et al., 2020; Seddiqi et al., 2021). The surfaces
of these cellulose nanomaterials can be modified with charged func
tional groups to stabilize their ability to suspend in aqueous solutions.
Despite the differences in preparation methods and structures, these
cellulose nanomaterials exhibit a high aspect ratio, toughness, and
tunable surface chemistry. Currently, they are the prevailing candidates
in nanocomposite research. Besides acting as a robust nano-filler, cel
lulose nanomaterial extends its structural complexity and potential in
numerous applications with the formation of higher-order hierarchical
structures, such as a CNF network. A high concentration of CNF aqueous
suspension has been transformed into a hydrogel, a water-filled network
with moderate stiffness against external forces. This CNF hydrogel, as an
analog to extracellular matrix in organisms, has demonstrated its po
tential in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine (Basu et al.,
2017; Chen et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2018). The cellulose
nanofiber network formation has also shown its efficacy in promoting
the mechanical strength of such nanocomposite materials (Cheng et al.,
2016). Due to their superior physical properties, tunable surface
chemistry, and relatively easy access compared to graphene and carbon
nanotubes, cellulose nanomaterials are perspective nanomaterials in
nanoscience and nanocomposite materials.
Although cellulose has been modified by various functional groups
into different forms and has been widely used in designing materials, the
effect of cellulose functional groups on composite materials is rarely
investigated and discussed. Unfortunately, the diversities of the com
posite system and the differences in preparing methods of cellulose
materials make it hard to compare the results between different reports.
Herein, we explore the effect of various types of cellulose additives, their
weight ratios, and the fabrication methods on the compositionstructure-properties relationship using polyurethane (PU) and cellu
lose composites. The composites are prepared by blending either EC, a
polymeric cellulose additive (Chen et al., 2015; Su et al., 2016), or CNF,
a cellulose nanofiber additive, in the PU matrix. These composites are
fabricated into drop-casted films to be investigated. To look into the
complicated interaction between PU and cellulose additives under

external shear forces, these composites are studied as nanofiber scaffolds
prepared by the electrospinning process. We hypothesize that only EC
would interfere with PU microphases. We also expect that electro
spinning would enhance the crystallinity of PU and the mechanical
strength in both PU/EC and PU/CNF composite scaffolds. This research
clarifies the effects of cellulose type, composition, and fabrication
method on the microstructure and the mechanical properties of PU/
cellulose composites under comparable conditions. The results provide
guidelines for the future design and fabrication of composite materials
containing cellulose additives.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. General statement
Poly-caprolactone diol (PCL diol, Mw ~2000, 99+%), isophorone
diisocyanate (IPDI, 97%), 1,4-diaminobutane (Putrescine, 99%), tetra
hydrofuran (THF, 99.7%), and dimethylacetamide (DMAc, 99.5%) were
purchased from Acros Chemical Company. Dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTDL,
~95%), ethyl cellulose (EC, 48.0–49.5% (w/w) ethoxy basis, 99+%),
and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 99.5%) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company. All chemicals were used as received
without further purification unless specified below.
PCL diol was dried under vacuum at 80 ◦ C for more than 12 h. IPDI
and DBTDL were dried under vacuum with stirring at room temperature
for 12 h. Putrescine and DMF were dried with a molecular sieve and
purged with N2 (g).
2.2. Nomenclature
The various composites are labeled as either PU/EC or PU/CNF. The
amount of EC or CNF in weight percentage is added to the name of each
composite. For example, a PU/EC composite containing 10.0 wt% of EC
is labeled PU/EC-10, and a PU/CNF composite containing 1.0 wt% of
CNF is labeled PU/CNF-1.0.
2.3. Synthesis of urea terminated poly-urethane (PU)
For the synthesis of urea terminated poly-urethane, 6.0 g of PCL diol
was dissolved in 40.0 ml of dried DMF in a 100.0 ml three-neck round
bottom flask at 70 ◦ C. 1.33 g of IPDI and 0.085 g of DBTDL were dis
solved in 5.0 ml of dried DMF in a 25.0 ml double-neck round bottom
flask. IPDI and DBTDL solution was quickly transferred into the PCL diol
solution. The reaction was carried out at 70 ◦ C for 5 h, and then the PCL
diol solution was cooled down to room temperature. 0.278 g of pu
trescine was dissolved in 5.0 ml dried DMF and added drop-by-drop into
the PCL diol solution over 30 min of chain-extension reaction. The re
action solution was poured into deionized water to stop the reaction and
precipitate the product, PU. The product was dried in vacuum at 30 ◦ C to
remove any remaining solvent.
2.4. Synthesis of cellulose nanofiber (CNF) hydrogel
CNF was synthesized using the TEMPO-mediated oxidation method.
Paper pulp (Chung Hwa Pulp Corporation) was chosen as raw material.
The paper pulp contains nearly 98.9% cellulose, <0.5% hemicellulose
and lignin, measured by a thermogravimetric analyzer (Q50, TA In
struments). First, the pulp was treated with dilute HCl at 100 ◦ C for 2 h.
Then, it is washed to reach a neutral pH. 0.025 g of 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl
piperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO, Acros, 98%) and 0.250 g of sodium bromide
(NaBr, Acros, 99.5%) were dissolved in 200.0 ml of deionized water, and
1.0 g of pulp was added. Then, 0.08 mol of sodium hypochlorite (NaClO,
Choneye, 12%) was gradually mixed into the pulp suspension solution.
The mixture was titrated to a pH close to 10 with 0.5 M NaOH and
NaHCO3 for 24 h. 0.04 g sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate
(Na2S2O3⋅5H2O, Acros, 99.5%) and 1.0 ml ethanol were added to
2
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terminate the oxidation. Sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Acros, 98+%)
was added to eliminate the undesirable C6 aldehydes and C2/C3 ketones.
Lastly, CNF hydrogel was washed several times and collected by
centrifugation.
The surface charge of CNF is characterized by Zetasizer (Malvern,
Zetasizer Nano ZS). The CNF hydrogel was diluted to 0.5 wt% in
deionized water into an aqueous suspension. At pH 7.0, its Zeta potential
is − 51.9 ± 6.4 mV. The average diameter of as-prepared CNF was
around 18.1 ± 2.2 nm, and the corresponding aspect ratio was around
65 (Lin et al., 2021). For the study of percolation threshold, we followed
the simplicity form of percolation model (Redondo et al., 2022), to
evaluate the critical volume fraction of CNF in PU/CNF drop film. The
critical volume fraction is around 0.70 vol%, equal to 0.70 wt%. This
value is lower than the optimal PU/CNF-1 drop film which showed the
critical modulus. It indicates that the increasing blend concentration of
CNF improves the CNF network construction and then reinforcing the
mechanical properties (Pei et al., 2011).

sample was loaded into the furnace. All samples were scanned from − 70
to 280 ◦ C at 10 ◦ C/min.
2.9. Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) of PUcontaining films and scaffolds
The angstrom-level microstructure of PU-containing films and scaf
folds was characterized by GIWAXS at the 13A work station in Taiwan's
National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC). The samples
were placed on sliced silicon wafers. At an incident angle of 0.2◦ , the
scatter signal from 1 to 2 Å− 1 is integrated as a function of azimuth
angle, and the degree of anisotropy is calculated as follows:
Degree of anisotropy =

Ipeak
× 100%
Itotal

where Ipeak is the accumulated intensity at ±10◦ azimuth angle when the
peak orientation is set at 0◦ . Itotal is the total intensity from 1 to 2 Å− 1
containing the signals of EC crystal, PU crystal, and separated phases of
PU.

2.5. Preparation of PU/EC blending films
The dried PU and EC were dissolved in THF and stirred at 37 ◦ C for
12 h. The solutions were drop-casted in Petri dishes and dried at room
temperature in a hood to prepare PU/EC blending films. The PU/EC
weight ratio ranged from 1.0 to 0.0, corresponding to the PU/EC sam
ples listed in Table S1.

2.10. Universal tensile testing of PU-containing films and scaffolds
The PU-containing films and scaffolds were sliced into 1 cm by 5 cm
rectangles for tensile testing (MTS Criterion 42.503 Test System). For
each material, three samples were prepared for thickness measurement
and tensile test. The thickness of samples was measured by a micrometer
caliper. Two types of load: 5 N and 250 N were used to do the tensile
testing depending on the mechanical strength of the material. The tests
were carried out under ambient conditions with a 50 mm/min strain rate
until breakdown.

2.6. Preparation of PU/CNF nanocomposite films and electrospun
scaffolds
Through the solvent exchange method, the CNF aqueous suspension
was changed into CNF THF suspension. The CNF aqueous suspension
was added to an equal amount of THF and mixed by a sonicator. Then,
the mixed suspension was centrifuged. After removing the supernatant,
CNF was re-suspended with THF. The process was repeated more than
five times. To prepare electrospun scaffolds, CNF was finally suspended
in DMAc instead.
To fabricate drop-casted film, the dried PU was mixed with CNF
suspension in THF and stirred at 37 ◦ C for at least 12 h. The mixed liquid
was dropped in Petri dishes and dried at room temperature. The weight
percentage of CNF ranged from 0.5 to 4.0 in total solid content, corre
sponding to the PU/CNF samples listed in Table S1.
The electrospun liquid was prepared by mixing dried PU and CNF in
DMAc/THF (4,6 v/v) co-solvent with 25.0 wt% solid content. The mixed
liquid was filled into a 3.0 ml syringe (24-gauge, Terumo, USA). The PU/
EC scaffolds were electrospun at an applied voltage of 28.0 kV, a flow
rate of 0.3 ml/h, and a working distance of 15.0 cm. The PU/CNF
scaffolds were electrospun at an applied voltage of 20.0 kV, a flow rate
of 0.3 ml/h, and a working distance of 15.0 cm. The isotropic scaffolds
were collected by plate collector at a spin rate of 350 rpm. The aniso
tropic scaffolds were collected by drum collector at a spin rate of 2800
rpm.

3. Results and discussion
Ethyl cellulose used in this study was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
which contained 48.0–49.5 wt% ethoxy group and 50.5–52.0 wt% hy
droxy group. The urea terminated PU was synthesized through
condensation polymerization. The isocyanate group of isophorone dii
socyanate was reacted with polyol first, then reacted with amine chain
extender, putrescine. Thus, there was no isocyanate left to react with the
hydroxy group of EC (Su et al., 2016) On the other hand, CNF was
prepared by the TEMPO-mediated oxidation method (Saito et al., 2007)
at pH value of 10. The typical content of carboxyl group was near 1.50
mmol/g. At the pH of 10, there is no active hydrogen in CNF to react
with PU. The carboxylates of CNF are likely to form hydrogen bonds but
not covalent bonds with PU. The chemical structures of the PU, EC, and
CNF are shown below (Scheme 1).
3.1. The effect of EC blending on the microstructure and mechanical
properties of PU films
The PU/EC blend composite films are prepared by drop-casting the
tetrahydrofuran solution. The details of film preparation are described
in the Materials and methods section. Grazing incident wide-angle X-ray
scattering (GIWAXS) was employed to characterize the microphase of
PU/EC composite films. The 2D scatter pattern and integrated intensity
are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The halo signal of pure PU with maximum
intensity at around 1.4 Å implies the PU phase separation of hard and
soft segments, which happens naturally for most PUs. Pure EC shows two
signals at around 0.6 and 1.4 Å, representing the crystalline phase of EC
(Yuan et al., 2016). Fig. 1(a) shows that the signal intensity at 0.6 Å is
proportional to the EC weight ratio, indicating that EC is well mixed in
the PU matrix. The phase separation of PU, suggested by the signal at
1.4 Å, is suppressed by the presence of EC. Differential scanning calo
rimetry (DSC) results, shown in Fig. 1(c), also support this hypothesis.
Contrasting to a strong endothermal signal of pure PU, PU/EC blend

2.7. Scanning electron microscopic study of scaffolds
The morphologies of electrospun scaffolds were characterized by
SEM (JEOL, JSM-6510). The samples were sputter-coated with platinum
at 20 mA for 60 s. The morphologies were observed at 1000× and 4000×
magnification at 10 kV working voltage.
2.8. Differentiated scanning calorimetry (DSC) of PU-containing films
and scaffolds
The microstructure of PU-containing composite films and scaffolds
were quantitatively investigated by DSC (TA Instrument, Q200) with
1.0–2.0 mg of each sample. The furnace was heated up to 300 ◦ C to
remove moisture for 30 min. After cooling down to room temperature, a
3
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Scheme 1. Chemical structure of PU, PE, and CNF.

properties are summarized in Table S2. The nanocomposite effect of CNF
on PU microstructure is drastically different from that of EC. Other than
the high 4.0 wt% CNF, the addition of CNF in the PU matrix has no
significant effect on the scattering pattern in GIWAXS and the endo
thermal peak in DSC. The phase separation of PU is unaffected by the
additive of CNF unless a large amount of CNF is added. When the
amount of CNF reached 4.0 wt%, its effect on microstructure became
detectable in both GIWAXS and DSC. The formation of agglomerate or
network of CNF could be the reason for this unique composite structure
correlation. The microstructure details are further discussed after
characterizing the mechanical properties of PU/CNF composite films.
Overall, the addition of less than 4.0 wt% of CNF endowed tremen
dous enforcement on the mechanical strength of its PU nanocomposite,
which agrees with most of the literature report. Fig. 4(a)–(c) presents
Young's modulus, tensile strength, and elongation of PU/CNF nano
composite films versus CNF weight ratio, respectively. The Young's
modulus, tensile strength, and elongation of PU/CNF nanocomposite
films are listed in Table S1. The listed values in the table were obtained
from the average data of the measurement from three samples of each
material. The mechanical improvement mainly relies on the high aspect
ratio and self-aligned structure of CNF. PU/CNF-2.0 has the highest
Young's modulus of up to 0.24 MPa. PU/CNF-1.0 exhibits the best per
formance in tensile strength at 11.4 MPa, which is slightly higher than
that of PU/CNF-2.0 film at 10.4 MPa. The enforcement effect in PU/
CNF-4.0 is lower in every aspect compared to PU/CNF-2.0. Although
the strain rate drops with increasing CNF, the PU/CNF nanocomposite
maintains good elongation while enhancing its mechanical strength.
The changes of mechanical properties of PU/CNF (>1.0 wt% CNF)
are consistent with the observations in DSC and WAXS, which might be
due to the agglomerate or network formation of CNF in the PU matrix.
The network formation of fibril cellulose is vital to the reinforcement
effect on their nanocomposite films (Cheng et al., 2016; Iwatake et al.,
2008; Xu et al., 2013). It was first proposed in polylactic acid (PLA) films
reinforced by cellulose nanofibers in 2008. For higher than 10.0 wt%
CNF in PLA films, the modulus of the film remained at a certain level
when the PLA was placed above the glass transition temperature, sug
gesting as evidence of CNF network formation (Iwatake et al., 2008).
This phenomenon was also reported in polyethylene oxide films (Xu
et al., 2013). In the case of polyurethanes, Dong Cheng et al. in 2017
found that 1.0 wt% CNF aggregates into a network, which is consistent
with the result from a numerical model based on solubility parameters of
CNF in PU (Cheng et al., 2016). When the CNF weight ratio surpassed a

films lose the phase transition signal at around 50 ◦ C, indicating a ho
mogenous mixture of PU/EC. Also, in 13C solid-state NMR, the chemical
signals of both EC and PU reach their maximum up-shift when the PU/
EC weight ratio approaches (Fig. S1). Up-shifting in NMR means a
higher shielding effect on the target atom, which is also a sign of the
short distance to adjacent molecules. This phenomenon demonstrates
the strong interaction between EC and PU for polymers rich in hydrogen
bond donors and acceptors. In brief, EC could be homogenously mixed
with both the hard and the soft segment of PU on the molecular scale,
thus hindering the microphase separation of PU in their blended films.
The mechanical properties of the PU/EC blended films are charac
terized by tensile testing. The Young's modulus, tensile strength, and
elongation are plotted against the EC weight ratio in Fig. 2. The Young's
modulus, tensile strength, and elongation of PU/EC nanocomposite
films are listed in Table S1. The listed values in the table were obtained
from the average data of the measurements from three samples of each
material. As the EC weight ratio increases, the blended films perform
better on the tensile strength and Young's modulus but decrease strain
rate. The addition of EC enhances the mechanical strength of PU/EC
composite films, which might be attributed to hydrogen bonding. The
bulky glucose unit of EC might also curb the chain movement during
deformation. The PU/EC films exhibit a wide range of Young's modulus,
ranging from 0.04 to 6.94 MPa, and tensile strength, ranging from 7.0 to
19.8 MPa, shown in Fig. 2. In response, the addition of EC significantly
reduces the elongation of PU/EC composite films, especially at a high EC
weight ratio. The elongation of PU/EC films containing more than 50.0
wt% EC is two-order lower than the pristine PU film. The non-linear
relation between Young's modulus and EC composition is similar to a
reported plastics/elastomer blend (Liang & Ma, 2012). There is no evi
dence showing the correlation between the microstructural change and
non-linear increase in Young's modulus after adding EC. In summary, EC
is miscible with PU and proves to be an effective additive providing a
wide range of Young's modulus, from 0.04 to 6.94 MPa, while drastically
reducing the elongation of PU/EC blended films.
3.2. The effect of CNF nanocomposite on the microstructure and
mechanical properties of PU films
PU/CNF nanocomposite films are fabricated using the same liquid
casting procedure as PU/EC blended films. Using the same methods for
EC/PU blended films, the microstructure of PU/CNF nanocomposite
films was investigated by GIWAXS and DSC (Fig. 3), and the thermal
4
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Fig. 2. Plots of mechanical properties versus EC concentration of PU/EC
composite films (a) Young's modulus (b) tensile strength, and (c) elongation.

Fig. 1. Morphology studies of PU/EC blended films (a) 2D GIWAXS (b) inte
grated GIWAXS intensity versus q value. (c) DSC results at the first heating scan,
showing phase separation being largely suppressed by blending EC in the
PU matrix.

2013). For instance, Xuezhu Xu et al. suggested that if CNF concentra
tion is higher than 10.0 wt%, CNF forms agglomerates in polyethylene
glycol (PEO) film resulting in less enforcement on Young's modulus
compared to that of 7.0 wt% CNF. These were also the fracture initiating
points that resulted in decreasing strengths in PLA films. Although the
critical concentration for CNF agglomeration varies because of the
variation of material properties, CNF agglomeration is always observed
after the formation of the CNF network (Iwatake et al., 2008; Xu et al.,
2013). From our data, Young's modulus of PU/CNF nanocomposite films
reached its maximum when 2.0 wt% CNF was added to the PU matrix.
According to the literature, the agglomeration must come after the
formation of the CNF network. We hypothesized that the formation of
the CNF agglomerate might happen between 2.0–4.0 wt%, and the mesh
size of the CNF network shrunk to a level that constrained PU from phase
separation at 4.0 wt% CNF. The heterogeneous distribution of CNF also
led to the decreased Young's modulus on the PU/CNF-4.0 film. The CNF
network, standing on the assumption of CNF agglomeration, probably
formed before the CNF weight ratio reached 2.0 wt%. In the following

critical concentration at around 1.0 wt%, a CNF network was formed,
and the enforcement on Young's modulus of the film abruptly arose.
However, the critical concentration for CNF network formation can be
controlled by many solubility-related parameters, such as the chemical
structure of a matrix, fabrication methods, aspect ratio, and surface
chemistry of CNF. Therefore, the threshold value at which CNF inter
connection begins differs case-by-case. For our PU/CNF nanocomposite
films, the aforementioned results are insufficient to postulate the spe
cific CNF concentration at which a network is formed. This part of the
discussion is further elaborated in the next section, with more results
from PU nanocomposite scaffolds fabricated by the electrospinning
method.
All these groups are in agreement with the changes in mechanical
properties of CNF/polymer composite due to CNF agglomeration in a
polymer matrix (Cheng et al., 2016; Iwatake et al., 2008; Xu et al.,
5
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Fig. 3. Morphology studies of PU/CNF nanocomposite films. (a) 2D GIWAXS
(b) integrated GIWAXS intensity versus q value. (c) DSC results at the first
heating scan.

section, the characterization of electrospun PU/CNF scaffolds sheds light
on this unresolved question. Overall, CNF heterogeneously blended in
the PU matrix, promoting a significant increase in Young's modulus and
tensile strength of the PU composite. Higher-order microstructure con
structed by CNF led to a non-linear correlation between composition and
mechanical strength. In summary, CNF is a very effective component for
increasing the tensile strength of PU without scarifying the strain rate.
The tensile strength of PU/CNF-2.0 was comparable to that of PU/EC70. On the contrary, the elongation of PU/CNF-2.0 was almost two or
ders larger than that of PU/EC-70. The molecular arrangement in the
composite plays a key role in determining the mechanical properties.

Fig. 4. Plots of mechanical properties versus various CNF concentrations of
PU/CNF composite films (a) Young's modulus, (b) tensile strength, and
(c) elongation.

entirely, aligned into one axis. Thus, the anisotropic scaffold is fabri
cated through two shear forces, one from the fiber formation and the
other from fiber winding. Their crystalline structures are evaluated by
WAXS. The degree of alignments is calculated and compared to the dropcasting film, shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5(a) shows the integrated intensity versus q value of each sam
ple. Two crystallization signals of PU around 1.52 and 1.67 Å, embedded
in the hallow background, are shown in the anisotropic electrospun
scaffold of pure PU. The two peaks can be confirmed to be signals rep
resenting PU crystals (Camarena-Maese et al., 2020). The polymer un
dergoes heavy shearing force during the electrospinning process of the
anisotropic scaffold, resulting in a high degree of PU crystalline, shown
as sharp signals in WAXS. The absence of PU crystalline signals in the
drop-casted film and the isotropic electrospun scaffold indicates that
intense shearing is essential for the crystallization of PU. The crystalline
PU was only presented in anisotropic PU/EC scaffolds containing less
than 30.0 wt% EC. No significant crystalline signal was observed for PU/

3.3. Microstructure and mechanical properties of electrospun PU/EC
nanocomposite scaffolds
Electrospinning is a popular fabrication method for preparing scaf
folds, a porous substrate, by applying an electric field between materialextruding syringe and collector to physically extract nano- to submicrometer filaments. Unlike the drop-casting films, the electrospun
fibrous scaffolds of PU/EC can be fabricated into two distinct mor
phologies. Isotropic scaffolds comprise sub-micrometer fibers oriented
almost randomly in all directions on the scaffold plane. On the other
hand, anisotropic scaffolds are composed of fibers highly, but not
6
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Fig. 5. (a) Integrated GIWAXS intensity versus q value of PU/EC composite
scaffolds fabricated by three methods. (b) Degree of anisotropy of PU/EC
composite scaffolds. The degree of anisotropy is defined as the ratio of inte
grated GIWAXS intensity in the y-axis (±10◦ azimuth angle) to total intensity.

EC scaffolds containing more than 50.0 wt% EC or pure EC scaffold. The
results suggest that EC prefers not to form crystals and curbs the for
mation of PU crystals to some degree. The orientation of the signal
around 1.4 Å in WAXS was calculated and plotted versus EC weight
ratio, shown in Fig. 5(b). The properties of PU/EC films and scaffolds are
summarized in Table S3. Although an external force is extensively
applied to the PU/EC composite during electrospinning, the signal of
WAXS does not concentrate in certain directions. It implies that the
orientation of microstructures, including PU crystals and separated
phases, is uniformly distributed in an azimuth angle with no preferred
direction after an external force is applied. In summary, the macroscopic
anisotropic PU/EC scaffolds do not exhibit molecular anisotropic
preferred orientation even under severe shear force.
The tensile tests were used to evaluate the mechanical properties of
three PU/EC composite scaffolds, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The
elastic properties of the PU/EC-50 samples prepared under different
processing conditions were represented by their stress-strain curves as
shown in Fig. S2. The Young's modulus, tensile strength, and elongation
of PU/EC nanocomposite scaffolds are listed in Table S3. The values
listed in the table were obtained from the average data of the mea
surement from three samples of each material.
Other than PU/EC-50, electrospinning has little effect on enhancing
the elasticity and maximum PU/EC composite tensile strength. Both
isotropic and anisotropic electrospun PU/EC-50 scaffolds show sur
prisingly high modulus and tensile strength. Both DSC and WAXS reveal

Fig. 6. Plots of mechanical properties versus EC weight ratio in PU/EC com
posite scaffolds. (a) Young's modulus (b) tensile strength, and (c) elongation.

no significant microstructural changes that can account for such
abnormally high modulus. In thermogravimetric analysis, PU/EC-50
showed a relatively high degree of decomposition (Td) than all scaf
folds with other compositions (Fig. S3). As mentioned in solid-state NMR
(Fig. S1), an equal amount of PU and EC could have exceptional inter
action and form a homogeneously mixed phase with exceptional stiff
ness. We speculate that the exceptional stiffness is due to the presence of
crystalline PU and the intimate molecular interaction at the blending
weight ratio at or below 1:1. This phenomenon warrants more future
7
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studies.
Compared to drop-casted films, electrospun scaffolds are expected to
exhibit high modulus due to increased polymer crystallinity by shearing
force. However, only the anisotropic scaffold containing less than 70.0
wt% EC exhibited a higher modulus than their corresponding dropcasted films. The different orientations of sub-micrometer fibers in
both anisotropic and isotropic scaffolds may produce mixed results in
tensile testing. Unexpectedly, the modulus and tensile strength of both
anisotropic and isotropic electrospun scaffolds containing higher than
70.0 wt% EC were notably lower than their corresponding drop-casted
films. In one instance, the modulus and tensile strength of electrospun
scaffolds were only one-third to one-fourth of their corresponding dropcasted film. The calculated porosities of electrospun scaffolds (Table S4)
did not correlate with their mechanical strength, suggesting the porous
structure did not account for decreased modulus and tensile strength.
From SEM images, surface defects were not observed in all electrospun
PU/EC scaffolds, but changes in fiber morphology were observed as the
EC weight ratio increased (Fig. S5). For scaffolds containing less than
50.0 wt% EC, the fibers were curled and interconnected due to the
elasticity of PU. On the contrary, in scaffolds with more than 50.0 wt%
EC, no fibers were interconnected, and the fiber diameter was smaller
than that with a low EC content. Therefore, the drop in tensile strength
and modulus of scaffolds with more than 50.0 wt% EC might result from
the morphological change in their microfibril mat.
3.4. Microstructure and mechanical properties of electrospun PU/CNF
nanocomposite scaffolds
The crystallization of PU assisted by shearing force is a widely
accepted fact, though how the cellulose nano-additives influence this
shearing-assisted crystallization of PU remains unclear. Donglin Tian
et al. reported the PU-grafted CNC exhibited better alignment toward
the shearing direction (Tian et al., 2019). Still, the correlation between
CNC and shear-assisted crystallization of PU was not addressed. Here,
we investigated three types of drop-casted PU/CNF films and two types
of electrospun PU-CNF nanocomposite scaffolds using various degrees of
shearing. They were characterized by GIWAXS to reveal the role of CNF
in PU phase separation and crystallization under the shearing process.
The GIWAXS intensity versus q is shown in Fig. 7(a).
Despite CNF's inability to promote PU crystallization in the dropcasted film, the addition of CNF drastically enhanced the crystallinity
of PU under the shearing process. This phenomenon has never been
reported in PU/nanocellulose composites. These PU/CNF nano
composite scaffolds present extremely strong scattering signals at 1.5
and 1.6 Å, which corresponds to the characteristic peaks of PU crystal
lization. This enhancement in PU crystallization reached its maximum
efficacy when the nanocomposite comprises 1.0 wt% CNF. For PU/CNF
scaffolds with higher than 1.0 wt% CNF, the signal of PU crystals and the
hallow background of phase separation significantly decreased. The
orientation of polymer chains, shown in Fig. 5(b), correlated with the
CNF weight ratio. The PU chains had the highest degree of alignment in
PU/CNF-1.0 compared to other compositions. The requirement of a
large shearing force for PU crystallization and the microstructure study
on PU/CNF film revealed how CNF interacts with PU under the shearing
process.
As discussed before, the crystallization of PU only happened under
an intense shearing process such as electrospinning. Although additiveassisted crystallization of PU has been addressed in the MWCNT and
graphene nanocomposite system (Hosseini-Sianaki et al., 2015; Landa
et al., 2014), the decreased modulus of PU/CNF-4.0 suggested a
different PU/CNF nanocomposite formation mechanism in this research.
We hypothesize that, during electrospinning, dispersed CNF exhibits
good alignment to the shearing force. Then, with the guidance of CNF,
PU polymer chains can align to the shearing direction and form compact
packing of crystal. However, as the literature suggests, CNF will form its
network and agglomeration when its weight ratio exceeds a critical

Fig. 7. (a) Integrated GIWAXS intensity versus q value of PU/CNF composite
scaffolds fabricated using three methods. (b) Degree of anisotropy of PU/CNF
composite scaffolds. The degree of anisotropy is defined as the ratio of inte
grated GIWAXS intensity in the y-axis (±10◦ azimuth angle) to total intensity.

value (Cheng et al., 2016; Iwatake et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2013). The
critical concentration for the CNF network formation might be between
1.0 and 2.0 wt%. Because of the entanglement between fibers, CNF
within its network and agglomeration can hardly be aligned with the
shearing force, leading to a lower molecular alignment of PU and its
crystallinity. Following the previous section's hypothesis about the PU/
CNF drop-casted films, CNF forms agglomeration when the CNF exceeds
2.0 wt%. The two hypotheses are consistent, pointing to the formation of
CNF agglomeration always comes after the formation of the CNF
network (Seddiqi et al., 2021; Su et al., 2016; Zuo et al., 2018).
The mechanical properties of PU/CNF nanocomposite scaffolds are
largely enhanced from the crystallization of PU induced by CNF under
the shear force. The tensile testing results of PU/CNF nanocomposite
scaffolds prepared by three fabrication processes are shown in Fig. 8.
The elastic properties of the PU/CNF-1.0 samples prepared under
different processing conditions were represented by their stress-strain
curves as shown in Fig. S4. The Young's modulus, tensile strength, and
elongation of PU/CNF-1.0 nanocomposite scaffolds are listed in
Table S5. The listed values in the table were obtained from the average
data of the measurements from three samples of each material.
The correlation between the CNF weight ratio and Young's modulus
was similar to the observation of crystallinity and degree of anisotropy
from WAXS. The consistency of the mechanical properties and WAXS
8
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Fig. 9. A plot of elongation and tensile strength of PU/EC and PU/CNF com
posites fabricated using three methods.

processes mentioned in this work. The PU/EC composite scaffolds have a
clear elongation and tensile strength trade-off trend. The elongation of
PU/EC film composite has plummeted when the tensile strength is
enhanced by blending EC. For electrospun PU/EC scaffolds, a region
reaching the left-bottom part of the diagram indicates dropped tensile
strength and elongation of scaffolds. These intriguing results are likely
caused by the morphological change of various electrospun scaffold
compositions.
On the other hand, the data points for PU/CNF composites with
relatively low CNF weight ratios are located in a more focused area in
this plot. Another reason is that the network and agglomeration of CNF
inhibit the mechanical reinforcement of CNF after its weight ratio ex
ceeds a critical concentration. The shearing process significantly affects
PU/CNF nanocomposites compared to PU/EC composites. While dropcasted PU/EC films share almost the same area as their corresponding
isotropic and anisotropic scaffolds, the region of anisotropic PU/CNF
scaffolds (deep yellow) does not overlap with the area of drop-casted
PU/CNF films (orange). It highlights the unique microstructural
change of PU/CNF nanocomposite under extensive shearing, leading to
much improved tensile strength while maintaining a reasonable strain
rate. This plot shows the fundamental difference in mechanical tuning
resulting from cellulose-additive's morphological characteristics and
their roles during materials fabrication.
3.5. A model for the microstructure formation of PU/cellulose composites
Finally, we propose a model to reveal the roles of different types of
cellulose and their composition in tuning the microstructure of the PU
matrix with and without shearing force, as shown in Fig. 10. While EC
mixes well with PU on the molecular scale and reduces the phase sep
aration of PU, less than 2.0 wt% CNF has little interference with the
microstructure of PU. The formation of the CNF network begins when
the CNF weight ratio reaches between 1.0 and 2.0 wt%, but it leaves
sufficient space for PU chain movement to form the separated phase.
When the CNF weight ratio reaches 4.0 wt%, it forms a dense network
and partially flocculates, confining the movement of the PU polymer
chains. For the cases under the shearing force, a low degree of PU
crystalline is found in PU/EC composite scaffolds with less than 50.0 wt
% EC.
On the other hand, the well-dispersed CNF supports PU crystalliza
tion by guiding the orientation of the polymer chains to align with the
shearing direction. However, for greater than 1.0 wt% CNF, it forms
networks that cannot align well with shearing force, providing less
support for polymer chain alignment and PU crystallization. The
confinement of the CNF network also makes phase separation of PU
unfavorable. For PU/CNF-4.0, both the separated and crystal phase of
PU are largely suppressed and disappear in DSC and WAXS. The char
acteristics of cellulose, its weight ratio, and the fabrication method all
contribute to the morphologies and mechanical properties of the final

Fig. 8. Plots of mechanical properties versus CNF weight ratio in PU/CNF
composite scaffolds. (a) Young's modulus, (b) tensile strength, and
(c) elongation.

agreed with our two hypotheses on the intricate role of CNF in the PU/
CNF network and agglomerated structure. Notably, Young's moduli of
CNF-containing nanocomposites are significantly enhanced by one to
two orders while maintaining their tensile strength and elongation. The
PU/CNF-1.0 scaffolds had the largest degree of improvement in Young's
modulus, from 0.15 to 54.95 MPa, which is the best of all samples. More
importantly, while the PU/EC samples containing less than 10.0% EC
had comparable modulus and tensile strength to the electrospun PU/
CNF-1.0 sample, the PU/CNF-1.0 retained more than 70.0% of strain
rate at the same time. The outstanding balanced properties of moduli,
tensile strength, and elongation made these electrospun PU/CNF
nanocomposite scaffolds prospective materials in many different appli
cations, especially in regenerative bio-scaffolds for stiff tissues such as
cardiac muscles and cartilages (Chen et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2019; Xu
et al., 2020).
Fig. 9 visualizes the relation between the elongation and tensile
strength of PU scaffolds with cellulose-derived additives via different
9
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Fig. 10. A schematic diagram of the microstructure formation mechanism of PU/cellulose composites.

composites.

Methodology, Writing – review & editing. Wei-Fang Su: Conceptuali
zation, Methodology, Writing – review & editing, Funding acquisition,
Supervision.

4. Conclusion
In this study, the effect of various cellulose types, their weight ratios,
and fabrication methods on PU microstructure was investigated and
correlated to the mechanical properties of PU/cellulose composites. For
PU/EC polymer blended films, the two polymers are mutually miscible,
and EC suppresses the phase separation of PU. The addition of EC
significantly improved Young's modulus and reduced the strain rate
simultaneously. The addition of less than 2.0 wt% CNF had an unde
tectable effect on the microstructure of PU/CNF composite films before
forming a dense CNF network, which somewhat confined the PU poly
mer chain. The non-linear effect on PU microstructure in PU/CNF
composites emphasized the morphological differences between a poly
meric derivative (EC) and a nanomaterial additive (CNF). Under a
shearing process, well-dispersed CNF helped the PU chains align to the
shearing direction, drastically enhancing the degree of PU crystalline
and improving Young's modulus of electrospun PU/CNF scaffolds by
more than two orders. With an excellent Young's modulus, electrospun
PU/CNF scaffolds maintained a reasonable strain rate as well. A new
mechanism of CNF promoting PU crystallization under a shearing pro
cess has been reported for the first time. The differences in PU micro
structures with respect to the types of cellulose additives, their weight
ratios, and fabrication methods have been summarized in this proposed
model, providing a comprehensive understanding of the compositionstructure relationship of PU composite materials. The findings provide
a guideline for designing composite materials containing cellulose ad
ditives for desired mechanical properties that fit their roles in targeted
applications.
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